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There are several reasons for this. First, the majority of
OCR engines are designed for scanned text and so depend
on segmentation which correctly separates text from
background pixels.
While this is usually simple for
scanned text, it is much harder in natural images. Second.
natural images exhibit a wide range of imaging conditions,
such as color noise, blur, occlusions, etc. Finally, while the
page layout for traditional OCR is simple and structured,
in natural images it is much harder, because there is far
less text, and there exists less overall structure with high
variability both in geometry and appearance.

Abstract
We present a novel image operator that seeks to find the value
of stroke width for each image pixel, and demonstrate its use on
the task of text detection in natural images. The suggested
operator is local and data dependent, which makes it fast and
robust enough to eliminate the need for multi-scale computation
or scanning windows. Extensive testing shows that the suggested
scheme outperforms the latest published algorithms. Its
simplicity allows the algorithm to detect texts in many fonts and
languages.

1. Introduction
Detecting text in natural images, as opposed to scans of
printed pages, faxes and business cards, is an important
step for a number of Computer Vision applications, such
as computerized aid for visually impaired, automatic geocoding of businesses, and robotic navigation in urban
environments. Retrieving texts in both indoor and outdoor
environments provides contextual clues for a wide variety
of vision tasks. Moreover, it has been shown that the
performance of image retrieval algorithms depends
critically on the performance of their text detection
modules. For example, two book covers of similar design
but with different text, prove to be virtually
indistinguishable without detecting and OCRing the text.
The problem of text detection was considered in a number
of recent studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Two competitions
(Text Location Competition at ICDAR 2003 [8] and
ICDAR 2005 [9]) have been held in order to assess the
state of the art. The qualitative results of the competitions
demonstrate that there is still room for improvement (the
winner of ICDAR 2005 text location competition shows
recall=67% and precision=62%). This work deviates from
the previous ones by defining a suitable image operator
whose output enables fast and dependable detection of
text. We call this operator the Stroke Width Transform
(SWT), since it transforms the image data from containing
color values per pixel to containing the most likely stroke
width. The resulting system is able to detect text
regardless of its scale, direction, font and language.
When applied to images of natural scenes, the success
rates of OCR drop drastically, as shown in Figure 11.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: The SWT converts the image (a) from containing
gray values to an array containing likely stroke widths for
each pixel (b). This information suffices for extracting the
text by measuring the width variance in each component as
shown in (c) because text tends to maintain fixed stroke
width. This puts it apart from other image elements such
as foliage. The detected text is shown in (d).

One feature that separates text from other elements of a
scene is its nearly constant stroke width. This can be
utilized to recover regions that are likely to contain text. In
this work, we leverage this fact. We show that a local
image operator combined with geometric reasoning can be
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used to recover text reliably. The maiin idea presented in
this work shows how to compute the sttroke width for each
pixel. Figure 1c shows that the operrator output can be
utilized to separate text from other highh-frequency content
of a scene. Using a logical and flexible geometric
reasoning, places with similar stroke w
width can be grouped
together into bigger components thaat are likely to be
words. This reasoning also allowss the algorithm to
distinguish between text and arbitrary drawings as shown
in Figure 2. Note that we do not requiree the stroke width to
be constant throughout a letter, but aallow slow bounded
variations instead.
The method suggested here diffe
fers from previous
approaches in that it does not look for a separating feature
per pixel, like gradient or color. IInstead, we collect
enough information to enable smart groouping of pixels. In
our approach, a pixel gradient is only iimportant if it has a
This geometric
corresponding opposing gradient.
verification greatly reduces the amountt of detected pixels,
as a stroke forces the co-occurrence of many similarly
matched pairs in a small region. Another notable
difference of our approach from preevious work is the
absence of scanning window over a m
multiscale pyramid,
required by several other approachees [e.g. 3, 4, 25].
Instead, we perform a bottom-uup integration of
information, merging pixels of similaar stroke width into
connected components, which allows us to detect letters
across a wide range of scales in the sam
me image. Since we
do not use a filter bank of a few discrete orientations, we
detect strokes (and, consequently, ttext lines) of any
direction.
Additionally, we do not use anyy language-specific
filtering mechanisms, such as OCR fiiltering stage [3] or
statistics of gradient directions in a candidate window
pertaining to a certain alphabet. This alllows us to come up
with a truly multilingual text detection algorithm.

2. Previous work
A great number of works deeals directly with detection
of text from natural images and
a video frames. Related
works from other domains study the extraction of linear
features.
For comprehensive survey
ys of methods for text
detection, see [1, 2]. In generall, the methods for detecting
text can be broadly categorizeed in two groups: texturebased methods and region-baseed methods. Texture-based
methods [e.g. 3, 4, 18, 19, 22] scan
s
the image at a number
of scales, classifying neighborh
hoods of pixels based on a
number of text properties, such
h as high density of edges,
low gradients above and belo
ow text, high variance of
intensity, distribution of waveleet or DCT coefficients, etc.
The limitations of the methods in this category include big
computational complexity due to
t the need of scanning the
image at several scales, prob
blems with integration of
information from different scalees and lack of precision due
to the inherent fact that only sm
mall (or sufficiently scaled
down) text exhibits the pro
operties required by the
algorithm. Additionally, thesee algorithms are typically
unable to detect sufficiently slan
nted text.
Another group of text detecttion algorithms is based on
regions [e.g. 5, 6, 23]. In these methods, pixels exhibiting
certain properties, such as app
proximately constant color,
are grouped together.
The
T
resulting connected
components (CCs) are then filtered
f
geometrically and
using texture properties to ex
xclude CCs that certainly
cannot be letters. This approach
h is attractive because it can
simultaneously detect texts at any
a scale and is not limited
to horizontal texts. Our method falls into this category, but
the main feature that we use is very different from the
typically used color, edges or intensity similarity. We
measure stroke width for each pixel and merge
neighboring pixels with apprroximately similar stroke
width into CCs, which form lettter candidates.
The work that uses a somewh
hat similar idea of detecting
character strokes is presenteed in [7]. The method,
however, differs drastically from
m the algorithm developed
in this paper. The algorithm proposed in [7] scans an
image horizontally, looking for pairs of sudden changes of
intensity (assuming dark text on
n bright background). Then
the regions between changes off intensity are examined for
color constancy and stroke widtth (a range of stroke widths
is assumed to be known). Surv
viving regions are grouped
within a vertical window of sizze W and if enough regions
are found, a stroke is declaared to be present. The
limitations of this method inclu
ude a number of parameters
tuned to the scale of the text to
o be found (such as vertical
window size W), inability to deetect horizontal strokes, and
the fact that detected strokes are not grouped into letter
candidates, words and senteences. Consequently, the
algorithm is only able to detecct near-horizontal text. The
performance results presented in
i the paper are done using
a metric that is different from
m the ICDAR competition

Figure 2: Detected text in naturral images

Not every application of text detectioon requires a further
step of character recognition. When suuch step is needed, a
successful text segmentation step has ggreat impact on the
recognition performance. Several prevvious text detection
algorithms [3, 18, 19] rely on classsification of image
regions and therefore are not providing a text
segmentation mask required for subseequent OCR. Our
method carries enough information for accurate text
segmentation and so a good mask is rreadily available for
detected text.
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metric. We implemented the metrics from [7] and show
that our algorithm outperforms [7] - see Section 4 for
comparison.
Another method [21] also uses the iidea of stroke width
similarity, but is restricted to finding horizontal lines of
small text, due to the traversal along hhorizontal scan lines
to detect vertical strokes, and the usee of morphological
dilation to connect candidate pixeels into connected
regions. While performance resultts on the ICDAR
database are not provided, the algorrithm would not be
able to deal with arbitrary directionns of strokes. Our
method is invariant to the stroke direction (see Figures 8,
10, 12).
Finally, the work [25] uses the iddea of stroke width
consistency for detecting text overlays in video sequences.
The limitations of the method incllude the need for
integration over scales and orientationns of the filter, and,
again, the inherent attenuation to horizoontal texts.
Our definition of stroke is relatedd to linear features
which are commonly dealt with in tw
wo domains: remote
sensing (extraction of road networks) annd medical imaging
(blood vessel segmentation). In road ddetection, the range
of road widths in an aerial or satellite pphoto is known and
limited, whereas texts appearing in nnatural images can
vary in scale drastically. Additionally, roads are typically
elongated linear structures with low ccurvature, which is
again not true for text. Most techniquees of road detection
rely on the assumptions listed above, annd therefore are not
directly applicable for text detectionn. For a survey of
techniques, see [10]. The closest work is [11], which uses
the fact that road edges are antiparallel for detecting points
lying on center lines of the roads, then groups these
candidate center points together. No attempt is made to
use constant road width to facilitate groouping. Our method
uses dense voting on each pixel off the stroke, thus
resulting in a much more stable identtification of strokes
without requiring a difficult and brittle process of
grouping center point candidates. Annother method [12]
uses lines extracted from low-res imagees and border edges
extracted from hi-res images to find road candidates. In
the case of text detection, a whole muultiscale pyramid of
images would be required for a similar strategy; moreover,
small or thin text still is unlikely to bee detected using this
method.
For a survey on blood vessel segm
mentation, see [13].
Works in this domain use modeel fitting (snakes,
generalized cylinders), ridge findingg (ridge operators,
binarization followed by thinning, w
wavelets) and other
methods. Studies that use vessel widtth as an additional
feature for tracking vessels starting from
m a user-designated
seed include [14, 15]. None of the exxisting works try to
detect vessels directly, in a bottom-up fashion, using low
variance of widths, the way described inn this work.

3. The text detection algo
orithm
In this section, we describe th
he text detection algorithm.
We first define the notion of a stroke and then explain the
Stroke Width Transform (3.1)), and how it is used for
grouping pixels into letter can
ndidates (3.2). Finally, we
describe the mechanism for grrouping letters into bigger
constructs of words and linees which enables further
filtering (3.3). The flowchart off the algorithm is shown on
Fig. 5.

3.1. The Stroke Width Tran
nsform
The Stroke Width Transform (SWT for short) is a local
image operator which computess per pixel the width of the
most likely stroke containing th
he pixel. The output of the
SWT is an image of size equaal to the size of the input
image where each element conttains the width of the stroke
associated with the pixel. We
W define a stroke to be a
contiguous part of an image thaat forms a band of a nearly
constant width, as depicted in
n Figure 3(a). We do not
assume to know the actual wid
dth of the stroke but rather
recover it.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 3: Implementation of the SW
WT. (a) A typical stroke. The
pixels of the stroke in this ex
xample are darker than the
background pixels. (b) p is a pixel on the boundary of the stroke.
Searching in the direction of the grradient at p, leads to finding q,
the corresponding pixel on the other side of the stroke. (c) Each
pixel along the ray is assigned by
y the minimum of its current
value and the found width of the strroke.

The initial value of each elem
ment of the SWT is set to ∞.
In order to recover strokes, we first compute edges in the
image using Canny edge dettector [16]. After that, a
gradient direction dp of each edge
e
pixel is considered
(Fig. 3b). If lies on a stroke boundary, then dp must be
roughly perpendicular to the orrientation of the stroke. We
follow the ray r=p+n·dp, n>0 until
u
another edge pixel q is
found. We consider then the grradient direction dq at pixel
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q. If dq is roughly opposite to dp (ddq = -dp±π/6), each
element of the SWT output image corresponding to the
pixels along the segment
,
is aassigned the width
wer value (Fig. 4a).
unless it already has a low
Otherwise, if the matching pixel q is nnot found, or if dq is
not opposite to dp, the ray is discarded. Figure 3 shows the
process of SWT computation.
As shown in Fig. 4b, the SWT valuees in more complex
situations, like corners, will not be truee stroke widths after
the first pass described above. Thereffore, we pass along
each non-discarded ray again, compute median SWT value
m of all its pixels, and then set all thhe pixels of the ray
with SWT values above m to be equal tto m.

(a)

compute the variance of the stroke width within each
connected component and rejecct the ones whose variance
is too big. This rejects areass such as foliage, that is
prevalent in many natural imag
ges including both city and
rural scenes and is known to be
b hard to distinguish from
text. As shown in Figure 1(c), this test suffices to
distinguish the text region whicch is much more consistent
than the foliage. The learned th
hreshold is half the average
stroke width of a particular conn
nected component.
Many natural processes may
y generate long and narrow
components that may be mistaken for possible letters.
Additional rule prunes out thesse components, by limiting
their aspect ratio to be a vaalue between 0.1 and 10.
Similarly, we limit the ratio beetween the diameter of the
connected component and its median
m
stroke width to be a
value less than 10.
Another common problem is connected components
that may surround text, such as sign frames. We eliminate
those by ensuring that the boun
nding box of a component
will includes not more than tw
wo other components (this
often happens in italicized text).
Lastly, components whose siize is too small or too large
may be ignored. Learned from
m our training set, we limit
the acceptable font height to be between 10 and 300
pixels. The use of height meeasure enables us to detect
connected scripts, such as hand
dwriting and Arabic fonts,
and accounts for the tendency of
o small letters in a word to
get connected due to aliasing an
nd imperfection of the edge
detection stage.
Remaining components are considered
c
letter candidates
and in the next section we describe how these are
agglomerated into words and lin
nes of text.
All thresholds for the geomeetric tests were learned on
the fully annotated training set [8] by optimizing
performance.
Specifically, on the training set we
computed the connected comp
ponents representing letters
within each bounding box (prrovided by annotation) by
doing adaptive binarization ussing Otsu algorithm [20],
followed by extraction of co
onnected components. We
tuned the parameters of each fiiltering rule so that 99% of
the connected components weree detected.

(b)

Figure 4: Filling pixels with SWT values.. (a) An example red
pixel is filled with minimum between the llengths of vertical and
horizontal rays passing through it. Proper stroke width value is
stored. (b) An example red pixel stores thhe minimum between
the two rays lengths; this is not the true strooke width - this shows
the necessity of the second pass (see text).

The SWT operator described herre is linear in the
number of edge pixels in the image annd also linear in the
maximal stroke width, determined at thhe training stage.

3.2. Finding letter candidates
The output of the SWT is an imagge where each pixel
contains the width of the most likely sstroke it belongs to.
The next step of the algorithm is to grooup these pixels into
letter candidates. In this section we desscribe a set of fairly
general rules employed towards this endd.
Two neighboring pixels may be ggrouped together if
they have similar stroke width. For tthis we modify the
classical Connected Component allgorithm [17] by
changing the association rule from a binary mask to a
predicate that compares the SWT valuees of the pixels. We
found that a very conservative compaarison suffices, and
group two neighboring pixels if their S
SWT ratio does not
exceed 3.0. This local rule guaranteees that strokes with
smoothly varying widths will also bee grouped together,
hence allowing more elaborate fontts and perspective
distortions (Fig. 8). In order to accom
mmodate both bright
text on dark background and vice-veersa, we apply the
algorithm twice, once along dp and oncee along -dp.
We now need to identify componennts that may contain
text. For this we employ a small seet of fairly flexible
rules. The parameters of each rule w
were learned on the
training set of [8].
The first testt we perform is to

Figure 5: The flowchart of the algorithm

3.3. Grouping letters into teext lines
To further increase the reliab
bility of the algorithm, we
continue a step forward to consider
c
groups of letters.
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dataset contains 258 images in the training set and 251
images in the test set. The images are full-color and vary
in size from 307×93 to 1280×960 pixels. Algorithms are
compared with respect to f-measure which is in itself a
combination of two measures: precision and recall. We
follow [8] and describe these here for completeness sake.

Finding such groups is a significant filtering mechanism as
single letters do not usually appear in images and this
reasoning allows us to remove randomly scattered noise.
An important cue for text is that it appears in a linear
form. Text on a line is expected to have similarities,
including similar stroke width, letter width, height and
spaces between the letters and words. Including this
reasoning proves to be both straightforward and valuable.
For example, a lamp post next to a car wheel would not be
mistaken for the combination of letters “O” and “I” as the
post is much higher than the wheel. We consider each pair
of letter candidates for the possibility of belonging to the
same text line. Two letter candidates should have similar
stroke width (ratio between the median stroke widths has
to be less than 2.0). The height ratio of the letters must
not exceed 2.0 (due to the difference between capital and
lower case letters). The distance between letters must not
exceed three times the width of the wider one.
Additionally, average colors of candidates for pairing are
compared, as letters in the same word are typically
expected to be written in the same color. All parameters
were learned by optimizing performance on the training
set, as described in Section 3.2.
At the next step of the algorithm, the candidate pairs
determined above are clustered together into chains.
Initially, each chain consists of a single pair of letter
candidates. Two chains can be merged together if they
share one end and have similar direction. The process ends
when no chains can be merged. Each produced chain of
sufficient length (at least 3 letters in our experiments) is
considered to be a text line.
Finally, text lines are broken into separate words, using
a heuristic that computes a histogram of horizontal
distances between consecutive letters and estimates the
distance threshold that separates intra-word letter distances
from inter-word letter distances. While the problem in
general does not require this step, we do it in order to
compare our results with the ones in ICDAR 2003
database [8]. In the results shown for our database [26] we
do not employ this step, as we have marked whole text
lines.

Figure 6: Text detection results on several images from the
ICDAR test set. Notice the low number of false positives.

The output of each algorithm is a set of rectangles
designating bounding boxes for detected words. This set
is called the estimate (see Fig. 6). A set of ground truth
boxes, called the targets is provided in the dataset. The
match mp between two rectangles is defined as the area of
intersection divided by the area of the minimum bounding
box containing both rectangles. This number has the value
one for identical rectangles and zero for rectangles that
have no intersection. For each estimated rectangle, the
closest match was found in the set of targets, and vice
versa. Hence, the best match
;
for a rectangle in a
set of rectangles is defined by
;
; 0 | 0
(1)
Then, the definitions for precision and recall is

4. Experiments

∑

In order to provide a baseline comparison, we ran our
algorithm on the publicly available dataset in [24]. It was
used in two most recent text detection competitions:
ICDAR 2003 [8] and ICDAR 2005 [9]. Although several
text detection works have been published after the
competitions, no one claimed to achieve better results on
this database; moreover, the ICDAR dataset remains the
most widely used benchmark for text detection in natural
scenes.
Many other works remain impossible to compare to due
to unavailability of their custom datasets. The ICDAR

,
| |
,

∑
| |

(2)
(3)

where T and E are the sets of ground-truth and estimated
rectangles respectively.
The standard f measure was used to combine the precision
and recall figures into a single measure of quality. The
relative weights of these are controlled by a parameter ,
which we set to 0.5 to give equal weight to precision and
recall:
(4)
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as follows: precision: 0.54, recall: 0.42, f-measure: 0.47.
Again, in measuring these values we followed the
methodology described in [8].
Since one of the byproducts of our algorithm is a letter
mask, this mask can be used as a text segmentation mask.
In order to evaluate the usability of the text segmentation
produced by our algorithm, we presented an off-the-shelf
OCR package with several natural images, containing text
and, additionally, with the binarized images representing
text-background segmentation. The results of the OCR in
both cases are shown in Figure 11.

The comparison between precision, recall and f-measure
of different algorithms tested on the ICDAR database is
shown in Table 1.
In order to determine the importance of stroke width
information (Section 3.1) and geometric filtering (Section
3.2), we additionally run the algorithm on the test set in
two more configurations: configuration #1 had all the
stroke width values less than ∞ set to 5 (changing this
constant did not affect the results significantly).
Configuration #2 had the geometric filtering turned off. In
both cases, the precision and recall dropped (p=0.66,
r=0.55 in configuration #1, p=0.65, r=0.5 in configuration
#2). This shows the importance of information provided
by the SWT.
In Figure 7 we show typical cases where text was not
detected. These are due to strong highlights, transparency
of the text, size that is out of bounds, excessive blur, and
curved baseline.
Algorithm
Our system
Hinnerk Becker*
Alex Chen
Qiang Zhu
Jisoo Kim
Nobuo Ezaki
Ashida
HWDavid
Wolf
Todoran
Full

Precisi
on
0.73
0.62
0.60
0.33
0.22
0.18
0.55
0.44
0.30
0.19
0.1

Recall

f

0.60
0.67
0.60
0.40
0.28
0.36
0.46
0.46
0.44
0.18
0.06

0.66
0.62
0.58
0.33
0.22
0.22
0.50
0.45
0.35
0.18
0.08

5. Conclusion
In this work we show how to leverage on the idea of the
recovery of stroke width for text detection. We define the
notion of a stroke and derive an efficient algorithm to
compute it, producing a new image feature.
Once
recovered, it provides a feature that has proven to be
reliable and flexible for text detection. Unlike previous
features used for text detection, the proposed SWT
combines dense estimation (computed at every pixel) with
non-local scope (stroke width depends on information
contained sometimes in very far apart pixels). Compared
to the most recent available tests, our algorithm reached
first place and was about 15 times faster than the speed
reported there. The feature was dominant enough to be
used by itself, without the need for actual character
recognition step as used in some previous works [3]. This
allows us to apply the method to many languages and
fonts.
There are several possible extensions for this work.
The grouping of letters can be improved by considering
the directions of the recovered strokes. This may allow the
detection of curved text lines as well.
We intend to
explore these directions in the future

Time
(sec.)
0.94
14.4
0.35
1.6
2.2
2.8
8.7
0.3
17.0
0.3
0.2

Table 1: Performance comparison of text detection algorithms.
For more details on ICDAR 2003 and ICDAR 2005 text
detection competitions, as well as the participating algorithms,
see [9] and [10].
*
The algorithm is not published.

In order to compare our results with [7], we have
implemented the comparison measures proposed there.
Our algorithm performance is as follows: the Word Recall
rate is 79.04%, and the Stroke Precision is 79.59% (since
our definition of a stroke is different from [7], we counted
connected components inside and outside the ground truth
rectangles. Additionally, we counted Pixel Precision, the
number of pixels inside ground truth rectangles divided by
the total number of detected pixels. This ratio is 90.39%.
This outperforms the results shown in [7]
In addition to providing result on ICDAR database, we
propose a new benchmark database for text detection in
natural images [26]. The database, which will be made
freely downloadable from our website, consists of 307
color images of sizes ranging from 1024x1360 to
1024x768. The database is much harder than ICDAR, due
to the presence of vegetations, repeating patterns, such as
windows, virtually undistinguishable from text without
OCR, etc. Our algorithm's performance on the database is
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Figure 7: Examples of failure cases. These include: strong
highlights (a), transparent text (b), text that is too small (c),
blurred text (d) and text with curvature beyond our range (e)

Figure 8: The algorithm was able to detect text in very
challenging scenarios such as blurry images, non planar surfaces,
non uniform backgrounds, fancy fonts and even three
dimensional fonts. All examples here are from the ICDAR
dataset.

Figure 9: Detected text in various languages. The photos were
taken from the web. These include printed and hand written,
connected and disjoint scripts.

Figure 10: A mix of text detection in images taken on a city
street using a video camera. Note the large variability of
detected texts, including hard cases such as obscured texts and
three-dimensional texts.

[25] C. Jung, Q. Liu, J. Kim, "A stroke filter and its
application for text localization", PRL vol 30(2), 2009
[26] http://research.microsoft.com/enus/um/people/eyalofek/text_detection_database.zip
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Figure 11: OCR results on the original image and on the recovered text segmentation masks. Columns, from left to right: original image,
OCR output on the original image, text segmentation mask (superimposed on graylevel versions of original images), OCR output on the
masks.

Figure 12: Additional examples of detecting text in streetside images.
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